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We develop a procedure to calculate spin relaxation times of electrons and holes in semiconductors using
full band structures. The spin-orbitsSOd interaction is included in the unperturbed Hamiltonian. With the use
of spin projection operators, we calculate electron and hole spin relaxation from both Elliott-Yafet and
D’yakonov-Perel’ mechanisms, and quantitatively explain measurements of GaAs. The predicted relaxation
times of GaN are longer for electrons, but shorter for holes. We find that the valence band SO splitting at the
zone center is not a good indicator of SO coupling for electrons.
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A comprehensive understanding of spin relaxation of
electrons and holes is of great scientific and technological
importance, particularly in designing devices to exploit the
spin degree of freedom of free carriers.1,2 Although consid-
erable understanding of electron spin relaxation has been
achieved,3–8 there has been no corresponding treatment of
holes. Understanding spin relaxation of holes is particularly
important as most magnetic semiconductors with high Curie
temperatures to date arep type.9 Recent measurements indi-
cate a very shorts,0.1 psd spin relaxation time for holes in
GaAs.10

In this paper, we develop a physically intuitive approach
to study spin relaxation limited by the Elliott-YafetsEYd11

and the D’yakonov-Perel’sDPd12 mechanisms forboth elec-
trons and holes. Our approach incorporates these spin relax-
ation mechanisms with an accurate, nonperturbative treat-
ment of the spin-orbitsSOd coupling. It has been shown that
accurate energy bands are required for quantitative interpre-
tation of the measured electron spin relaxation times.3–8 This
is even more important for holes because simplified models
usually do not adequately describe the heavily anisotropic
valence bands. The calculated electron and hole spin relax-
ation times in GaAs are in good agreement with
experiments.10–13We also predict longer electron spin relax-
ation times in zinc-blende GaN,8 but shorter spin relaxation
times for holes. We find, contrary to common interpretation,
that the splitting between the heavy-hole and the split-off
bands at the zone centersDSOd is not always an accurate
measure of the SO coupling strength for electrons.

The general Hamiltonian of a bulk semiconductor
contains the orbital termsH0d, the SO interactionsHSOd,
and spin-independent scatteringsHscd. Unlike many previous
studies,5–8,11,12 where both HSO and Hsc are treated as
perturbations toH0, we include the SO interaction inH0
and treat scattering by ionized impurities and phonons
sHscd as a perturbation. Although the SO interaction
was treated nonperturbatively before in spin lifetime calcu-
lations in zinc-blende semiconductors3 and in metals,14

only the DP3 or the EY mechanism14 was considered. The
unperturbed energy bands are obtained by diagonalizing

H̃0 s=H0+HSOd, H̃0unksl=Enksunksl. Heren is the band in-
dex, k is the wave vector, andss=1,2d is the spseudodspin
label. Because of the SO interaction, thespseudodspin orien-

tation depends onk. The inclusion ofHSO in H̃0 also leads to
a k-dependent energy splittingDEsnkd;uEnk1−Enk2u.

The central issue to calculate spin relaxation using eigen-
statesunksl is to establish the relationship between the spin
relaxation rate and the scattering matrix elements
kn8k8s2uHscunks1l. This can be achieved by using the den-
sity matrix and projection operators in spin space. Since the
HSO is included in the unperturbed Hamiltonian, spin is no
longer a good quantum number and the spin polarization of a
system should be described by an expectation value over the
carrier distribution,s=Trsr̂ŝd /2, where r̂ and ŝ are the
selectron or holed spin density and Pauli matrices, respec-
tively. Using the two eigenstates at bandn with wave vector
k, we can construct the following 232 density matrix in
spin space for electrons or holes:

r̂↑s↓dsnkd = o
ss8

rss8
↑s↓dsnkdunkslknks8u, s1d

r̂ss8
↑s↓dsnkd = knksuû↑s↓d

† û↑s↓dunks8l, s2d

whereû↑s↓d;f1+s−dŝ ·mg /2 is the up-spinsdown-spind pro-
jection operator onto the quantization axism fchosen to be
s0, 0, 1dg. These density matrices satisfy the normalization
condition fTr r̂↑s↓dsnkd=1g and the completeness condition

fr̂↑snkd+ r̂↓snkd= 1̂g where1̂ is the unit matrix in spin space.
For a state whose wave function cannot be factored into a
spin part and an orbital part, the magnitude of spin expecta-
tion value forr̂↑s↓d would be smaller than 1/2.

Since spins in different eigenstatesunksl point along dif-
ferent directions, scattering between these eigenstates does
not contribute to spin relaxation equally. The EY mechanism
originates from spin-flip scatterings,11 whereas the DP
mechanism originates from spin precession accompanied by
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spin-conserving scatterings.12 These spin-flip and spin-
conserving scatterings fromnk to n8k8 can be obtained by
using the density matrices described above

wnk→n8k8
flip sconsd =

2p

"
o

s1s2s18s28

r
s18s28
↓s↑d sn8k8dkn8k8s18uHscunks1l

3 rs1s2

↑ snkdknks2uHsc
† un8k8s28lgsEnk − En8k8d,

s3d

where gsEd=dsEd for an elastic scattering and
gsEd=dsE±"vd for an inelastic scattering involving a pho-
non absorption/emission withv being the optical phonon
frequency.Enk =r11

↑ Enk1+r22
↑ Enk2.

It is straightforward to obtain the spin relaxation time of
an electron or hole at bandn with a given energyEnk due to
the EY mechanism from

1

tEYsEnkd
= o

n8k8

wnk→n8k8
flip . s4d

To calculate the spin relaxation time limited by the
DP mechanism, we need to determine the spin precession
vector Vsnkd which is directly related to the spin
splitting, DEsnkd= 1

2"Vsnkd ·ŝ.3,12 The amplitudeuVsnkdu is
1/"uEnk1−Enk2u. Following steps similar to that of Ref. 12,
we get

1

tDPsEnkd
=

2

3
V̄2Ho

k8

wnk→nk8
cons f1 − P3smdgJ−1

, s5d

where P3 is the third order Legendre polynomial,

m=k ·k8 / uk uuk8u andV̄2=eV2snkddvk/4p. We approximate
uVu2 by the l =3 term of an expansion ofV in spherical
harmonics. Note from Eq.s5d that the spin-conserving scat-
tering must be within the same band for the DP mechanism.
This leads to an important observation that the DP mecha-
nism does not contribute to spin relaxation of heavy holes,
as that would require spin precession frommJ= ±3/2 to
mJ= 73/2, which is forbidden becauseuDmJu.1. We em-
phasize that Eq.s5d is only valid whenuVutp!1 stp is the
momentum relaxation timed. In the opposite limit, the spin
relaxation time is controlled simply by the precession opera-

tor, 1 /tDP.uV̂u. In either case, the total spin relaxation time
for a statenk is

1/tssEnkd = 1/tEYsEnkd + 1/tDPsEnkd. s6d

The above equations enable a direct computation of the car-
rier spin lifetimes from accurate electronic structures ob-
tained from various approaches without relying on the for-
malism in Ref. 12 that was based on perturbation and a
simplified band structure.

For H0 we adopt an accurate tight-binding Hamiltonian
that combines long-range tight-bindingssp3 basisd and em-
pirical pseudopotentials.15 Its parameters were fitted to a re-
cently developed self-consistent GW theory, which as will be
shown elsewhere,16 predicts quasiparticle levelss,0.2 eVd
and effective masses to a high degree of accuracy for broad
classes of materials, including III–V and II–VI compounds.

The spin-orbit interactionlL ·S is included in the on-site
Hamiltonian of thesp3 basis with two coupling parameters,
one for cationslcd and the other for anionslad. The values of
lc and la are chosen to reproduceDSO obtained from the
first-principles GW theorysTable Id.15,16 For Hsc we include
scattering from ionized dopants17 and LO phonons. In our
calculations we use the widely accepted donor ionization en-
ergies,ED, and LO phonon energies,"vLO, for GaAs and
GaN,18–20 which are listed in Table I. We consider in this
work only zinc-blende GaN, although wurtzite GaN is more
commonly synthesized.

The calculated electron spin relaxation times due to the
EY and DP mechanisms as a function of the electron energy
at room temperature are shown in Fig. 1. The EY mechanism
is important only at very low energysø30 meVd, and DP
dominates at higher energies. At the energy threshold for
phonon emission, the momentum scattering dramatically in-
creases, and consequently the spin relaxation time limited by

the DP mechanismsts
−1,V̄2tpd also increases abruptly.

Similarly, scattering by impurities and phonons is weaker at
low temperatures than that at high temperatures, leading to
shorter spin relaxation times in the DP regime. After the
phonon emission threshold, the momentum relaxation time is
not very sensitive to the temperature and the kinetic energy.8

In this regime the spin relaxation limited by DP mechanism

TABLE I. Spin-orbit couplings, LO phonon energies, and donor
ionization energies in units of milli-electron volt and hole effective
masses for GaAs and GaN. The masses are calculated from the
first-principles band structures.

lc la DSO "vLO ED mLH
100 mLH

111 mHH
100 mHH

111

GaAs 150 360 349 36.2 5.8 0.089 0.079 0.380 0.847

GaN 150 6 17.7 88.8 17.0 0.22 0.20 0.88 3.1

FIG. 1. Electron spin relaxation times due to the EY and DP
mechanisms as a function of the electron energy in GaAs and GaN
at T=300 K. Solid and dashed lines correspond to the contribution
from the EY mechanism and the DP mechanism, respectively. The
doping concentration is 1016 cm−3 and a photogenerated carrier
density of 231014 cm−3 is added to the system. The inset plots the
averaged spin relaxation time as a function of temperature in GaAs.
Squares are experimental data reported in Ref. 13.
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is determined byk-dependentVsnkd, which increases with
energy, and therefore the spin relaxation time decreases with
energy. Here the electron energy relaxation is neglected. In
the inset of Fig. 1, we plot the temperature-dependent spin
relaxation times in GaAs averaged over the distribution func-
tion at different temperatures. The calculated results quanti-
tatively agree with experimental measurements.13 We note
that our results for GaN are quite different from
experiments.21 While it is possible that the sample in Ref. 21
is wurtzite GaN, which has a different band structure than
that of zinc-blende GaN and may give rise to different spin
relaxation times, the low carrier mobility and large threading
dislocation density suggest that the GaN sample is in the
metal-insulator-transition regime, where our theory is not
applicable.22

The numerical results obtained here for GaAs agree rea-
sonably well with previous spin relaxation time cal-
culations,8 where the spin-independent full-band structure is
used to obtain the momentum relaxation rates but the spin
scattering was included perturbatively using the simplified
k·p formalism in Ref. 12. However, for GaN the electron
spin relaxation times predicted in the present calculations are
smaller by two orders of magnitude than those obtained in
the perturbative approach. This difference arises from an un-
derestimate of the SO interaction for the conduction elec-
trons in GaN by using theDSO in the commonly used sim-
plified seight-bandd k·p formalism, although we emphasize
that more elaboratese.g., 14-band or 20-bandd k·p schemes
provide more accurate band structure description.3 In the
simplifiedk·p formalism, the spin splitting in the conduction
band of zinc-blende semiconductors due to the spin-orbit
coupling is12

DEskd = ac"
3s2me

3Egd−1/2uku, s7d

wherekz=kzskx
2−ky

2d, with kx andky obtained by cyclic per-
mutation, me is the electron effective mass, andEg is the
band gap. The coefficientac=4meh /3mcvs1−h /3d1/2 and
h=DSO/ sEg+DSOd. The value ofmcv is usually chosen to be
m0/Î3, wherem0 is free electron mass.6,8,12Figures 2sad and
2sbd compare thek-dependent spin splitting forki f110g ob-
tained from our full-band structures with that predicted by
Eq. s7d. For GaAs we see that the two models agree well at
small k suka/2puø0.05d. The difference increases progres-
sively with uk u, resulting in about 100% increase near
uka/2p u =0.1. Notice that in GaN, the spin splitting pre-
dicted by Eq.s7d even near theG point is only about 15% of
that obtained from the full-band structure. Consequently,
spin scattering in GaN is dramatically underestimated when
the simplifiedk·p formalism is used. According to our full-
band structure,DSO= fc

plc+ fa
pla, where fc

p and fa
p s=1−fc

pd
are, respectively, cationsGad and anionsN or Asd p compo-
sition of the valence wave function at theG point. TheDSO in
GaN is smalls17 meVd because the valence band is anion
rich fsee Fig. 2scdg and lN is only about 6 meV. However,
the conduction band wave functions are cation richfsee Fig.
2scdg andlGa is largesabout 150 meVd, resulting in a larger
effective spin splitting in GaN. Thus in nitrides whereDSO is
small, the simplifiedk·p formalism tends to underestimate

the SO interaction in the conduction band, and in systems
where the anion SO coupling is very strong, such as GaSb,
the simplifiedk·p formalism tends to overestimate the SO
interaction in the conduction band. We see thatDSO alone is
not a good measure of electron SO coupling. However, since
the simplifiedk·p formalism regardsmcv as an adjustable
parameter,DEskd at smallk from Eq. s7d can be fit to its
full-band structure value by an appropriate value ofmcv, as
illustrated by the dot-dashed line in Fig. 2sbd. We find such
value for GaN to be 0.092m0, considerably smaller than the
most commonly used value,m0/Î3.

The approach developed here applies equally well in the
studies of hole spin scattering. However, because of possible
scattering between heavy-hole, light-hole, and spin-orbit
bands, the study of hole scattering is much more complicated
than that of electrons. The calculated spin relaxation times of
heavy holes in GaAs and GaN as functions of the hole en-
ergy at two different temperatures are shown in Fig. 3. The
EY mechanism is the sole origin for the heavy-hole spin
relaxation and the dominant one for the light-hole spin relax-
ation. The much shorter spin relaxation times of holes than
those of electrons can be understood by noticing that in any
state of the light-hole and the split-off bands, up-spin and
down-spin are strongly mixed, which is in sharp contrast to
the situation of conduction-band states, where the mixture
between up-spin and down-spin is usually very small. Thus
when a heavy hole scatters into a light-hole state or vice
versa, a significant amount of spin will flip, giving rise to
very fast spin relaxation.

We see that the room temperature spin relaxation time of
heavy holes in GaAs is about 0.1 ps, and it is not sensitive to
the temperature or the kinetic energy. This value is in good
agreement with the recent measurements of hole spin relax-
ation times in GaAs.10 The spin relaxation time at 5 K is
only slightly longer than that at 300 K. However, we see that
the spin relaxation time of heavy holes in GaN is an order of
magnitude shorter than that in GaAs. The reason for the
reduction is threefold. First, because of smallerDSO in GaN,

FIG. 2. The spin splitting of conduction band as a function of
wave vector alongf110g in sad GaAs andsbd GaN. Solid and dashed
lines represent the spin splitting obtained from the full-band struc-
ture and from Eq.s7d, respectively. The dot-dashed line is a fit
obtained by usingmcv=0.092m0 in Eq. s7d for GaN. scd The cation
sGad composition in the conduction bandssolid lined and the heavy-
hole bandsdashed lined of GaN.sdd The full-band structure of GaN.
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both the light-hole and the split-off bands are accessible for
the heavy holes to scatter into. Second, the first-principles16

and other band-structure calculations20 indicate that the ef-
fective mass of holes, and accordingly the density of states of
the valence band in GaN, is larger than that in GaAssTable
Id. Third, in spite of large difference in the effective mass of
heavy holes and light holes, in GaN, the bands obtained in
first principles have nearly the same dispersion everywhere
in the Brillouin zone, except very close toG16,20 due to the
warping of the light-hole band in the presence of the SO
interaction. Figure 2sdd shows the full-band structure of
GaN. This degeneracy enables even the forward scatterings
suk8−k u,0d between the two bands to flip spin. Therefore,
spin relaxation due to the EY mechanism, the only channel
for heavy holes, is proportionally larger in GaN. Since the
LO phonon emission by a heavy hole requires large momen-
tum change, which results in small scattering matrix ele-
ments, there is no apparent peak or valley in the spin relax-
ation time at the LO phonon energy. The enhanced forward
scattering also leads to a very weak temperature dependence
of spin relaxation, as shown in Fig. 3.

The calculated spin relaxation times of light holes are
shown in Fig. 4. In spite of smaller effective mass, spin
relaxation times of light holes in GaAs are about 0.1 ps,
slightly shorter than those of heavy holes. The shorter
spin relaxation times are due to an additional channel avail-
able for the light holes through the DP mechanism between

Jm= ±1/2 states. For GaN the light-hole spin relaxation
times are essentially identical to the heavy-hole spin relax-
ation times, resulting from the nearly degenerate heavy-hole
and light-hole bands.

In summary, we have developed a systematic approach to
study spin relaxation limited by the EY and the DP mecha-
nisms for both electrons and holes. Salient features of this
approach are thatsad full-band structures are used,sbd the SO
interaction is included nonperturbatively, andscd electron
and hole spin relaxation due to both the EY and the DP
mechanisms is taken into account. We applied this approach
to study spin relaxation in zinc-blende GaAs and GaN. Our
numerical calculation of spin relaxation times in GaAs ex-
plains the measured values. We predict an order-of-
magnitude shorter hole spin relaxation times and two orders-
of-magnitude longer electron spin relaxation times in high-
quality samples of GaN than those in GaAs. We also showed
thatDSO alone is not a reliable estimate of the SO interaction
for conduction electrons. A more accurate description re-
quires two SO interaction parameters, one each for anion and
cation. We conclude that electron spin relaxation times will
be longer in materials with smaller cation SO parameters.
Furthermore, longer hole spin relaxation times are possible
only when the SO splitting atG is large.
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